When it comes to choosing an MBA program, be sure to consider the ROI. With an NC State Jenkins MBA you get the right combination of academic excellence, affordability and desirability, making it one of the smartest investments in your career.

**ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE + AFFORDABILITY = GREAT VALUE**

**POSSIBLE TO COMPLETE FOR LESS THAN $45K**

**75% OF CURRENT STUDENTS RECEIVE FINANCIAL SUPPORT FROM NC STATE**

**13%**

of all AACSB-accredited business schools in the U.S. – U.S. News & World Report

**85%**

FULL-TIME JOB OFFERS AT GRADUATION

**100%**

FIRST-YEAR INTERNSHIPS

**NC State Jenkins MBA offers a high-tech, hands-on, cross-curricular model focusing on technology, innovation, globalization & entrepreneurship. So it's no surprise that a large number of Jenkins MBA students have engineering, computer science and technical degrees, and companies like IBM and Quintiles are among the largest employers of Jenkins talent.**

**LOCATION FLEXIBILITY + MAJOR TECH HUB**

NC State offers the best of all worlds: a top MBA program, a nationally-ranked university and one of the country’s best places to live and work. A top-five emerging tech hub internationally, Raleigh is part of the Research Triangle, a world-renowned center of research, industry, technology, culture and education. Both are home to over 170 tech startups and established powerhouses that want to hire Jenkins talent. Companies like GSK, Lenovo and Red Hat.

**RALEIGH #3 FORBES BEST PLACES FOR BUSINESS & CAREERS LIST**

**RELATIONSHIPS WITH MORE THAN 190 CORPORATE PARTNERS SUPPORTING PROGRAMS LIKE PRACTICUM PROJECTS**

**PRODUCT INNOVATION LAB IN FORBES **

**TOP 10 MOST INNOVATIVE BUSINESS SCHOOL COURSES**

**GLOBAL BUSINESS IMMERSION PROGRAMS IN PLACES LIKE LONDON, IRELAND, GERMANY, CHINA, & BRAZIL**

**6 CAREER CONCENTRATIONS**

Designed to prepare students for the global technology-driven economy:

- Biosciences Management
- Entrepreneurship & Technology Commercialization
- Financial Management
- Innovation Management
- Marketing Management
- Supply Chain Management